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GitHub - chef-cookbooks/runit: Development repository for ... runit Cookbook. Installs runit and provides the runit_service service resource for managing processes

(services) under runit. This cookbook does not use runit to replace system init, nor are there plans to do so. runit Cookbook - Chef Supermarket runit Cookbook -

Chef Supermarket. runit versions - Chef Supermarket <p>Installs runit and provides runit_service resource</p> <h1 id="runit-cookbook-changelog">runit Cookbook

CHANGELOG</h1> <p>This file is used to list changes made in.

GitHub - cookbooks/runit: A Chef cookbook for runit Description. Installs runit and provides runit_service definition for managing new services under runit. This

cookbook does not use runit to replace system init, nor are there plans to do so. [chef] CHEF-154 and upcoming change to runit cookbook Ohai Chefs, TL;DR:

runit_service as a definition will be replaced with runit_service as a Chef resource/provider, under ticket CHEF-154. See, "Help with. [#CHEF-4188] runit embedded

in chef-server /etc/inittab ... Sure, I can modify the runit cookbook to rename the inittab entry, but it seems that renaming the entry from the chef-server RPM to "sv"

(lowercase) or "RI" (Run It) or something configurable would be the cleanest solution.

chef - [chef] Re: runit cookbook behaviour - lists.opscode.com I've tested the latest runit cookbook on my debian installation and found out that it just fails in the

moment of init.d script creation. I am already aware of COOK-2322, that corresponds to this problem. chef - Packer docker build exits code 137 when running ... I'm

trying to use Packer to build a docker image of the webapp I'm working on. Whenever I run packer build, when it gets to the step that it runs the runit recipe, I would

get Build 'docker' errored:.
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